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Fun Facts for Massachusetts Residents 

 

 Massachusetts General Law (MGL) chapter 207 states that you need a 

marriage license to get married in the state; however you do not need to do both in 

the same community. It’s important to remember where you file the paperwork for 

your marriage license because that is where it will be forever and ever. A Clerk’s 

helpful hint to all couples planning to get married is to choose a location to file 

your paperwork carefully. Make it one that you will be able to remember even 50 

years from today.   

 Birth and death certificates are unlike marriage certificates because they will 

always be maintained where the event happened as well as where the family 

resided at the time of the event.  All vital records (birth, marriage and death) are all 

permanent records and are preserved in the Town or City Clerks’ office. More vital 

record information can be found in MGL chapter 46. 

 On another note, according to MGL chapter 271 section 7A, any and all 

raffles require the organization to obtain a raffle permit from the Clerk in the 

community where the raffle will occur. Only non-profit organizations are allowed 

to take out a raffle permit. A permit is valid for 1 year and will allow as many 

raffles as the organization wishes to hold. A tax is imposed on the profits from any 

raffle event. Clerks must retain all applications pertaining to raffle permits as 

permanent records. 

 Another interesting fact is explained in MGL 110; Business Certificates. A 

business certificate or “Doing Business A” (dba) is necessary for any business that 

does not use the owners real name however many banks are now requiring a DBA 

for any and all new business accounts. These certificates need to be taken out in 

the community where the business is based which does not have to be your 

residence community. The certificates are valid for 4 years. If the business is still 

active, then a new application must be filed with the Clerk.  A DBA does not 

protect any business name or give the business any other powers or privileges 

besides stating the business is owned by someone and exists within the community. 

DBA’s must be retained for five years after their expiration however Clerks must 

request permission from the Supervisor of Records prior to destroying.  

 Lastly, the “Real ID Act” was passed in 2005 to strengthen the security of 

federal facilities from terrorism. The Act establishes minimum security standards 



for all state issued drivers licenses and identification cards. The Act also prohibits 

federal agencies from accepting any other type of identification.  In 2020, 

Massachusetts residents will need the real id license or US passport if they choose 

to enter any federal building or board any federally regulated airline flight. 

Planning ahead is a prerequisite for obtaining your read id driver’s license because 

more documents are required to prove your citizenship. The Registry of Motor 

Vehicles gives you choices for acceptable identification such as birth or marriage 

certificates. Those will need to be certified copies issued and sealed by the 

Municipal Clerk. The most valuable lesson to learn is that you should go online to 

start the process of getting your real id. If you do not, you will be made to wait far 

longer than those who did the “pre-work” online at 

https://www.mass.gov/orgs/massachusetts-registry-of-motor-vehicles.   

 Hope you have enjoyed these fun facts and perhaps they will come in handy 

in the near future.  

 

Dianne Kaplan Bucco was first elected the Wenham Town Clerk on April 11, 2014 and has 

achieved the designation of Certified Municipal Clerk in 2017. The Clerks Corner has been a 

monthly staple in the Hamilton Wenham Chronicle since May 2015. For more information on the 

clerk’s office, please go to www.wenhamma.gov or follow the Wenham Town Clerk on 

Facebook.  
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